Abstract: Concrete-filled square steel tube column (CFSSTC) joints are the most important parts of concrete-filled steel tube frame structures. It is of great significance to study the damage of CFSSTC joints under the seismic loads. In this paper, embedded piezoceramic transducers are used to monitor the damage of core concrete of CFSSTC joints under cyclic loading and surface-bonded piezoceramic disks are used to monitor the debonding damage of the steel tube and core concrete of two specimens. The damages of the joints under different loading levels and different loading cycles are evaluated by the received signal of the piezoceramic transducers. The experimental results show that the amplitude of the signal attenuates obviously with the appearance of damage in the joints, and the degree of attenuation increases with the development of the damage. The monitoring results from piezoceramic transducers are basically consistent with the hysteresis loops and skeleton curves of the CFSSTC joints during the cyclic loading. The effectiveness of the piezoceramic transducers are verified by the experimental results in structural health monitoring of the CFSSTC joint under cyclic loading.
Introduction
Concrete-filled steel tube structures are being widely applied in civil engineering [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Concrete-filled square steel tube column (CFSSTC) joints are the most important parts of concrete filled steel tube frame structures. In recent years, many scholars have performed experimental studies [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and finite element analyses [12] [13] [14] [15] of concrete-filled steel tube structures [16] [17] [18] . At the same time, non-destructive testing techniques, such as acoustic emission technology [19, 20] , ultrasonic testing technology [21] , fiber optics [22] and X-ray, have been proposed for civil structures [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . In recent years, piezoceramic materials have been successfully applied to structural damage monitoring or stress monitoring [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , including the smart aggregate enabled active sensing method [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] , the piezoelectric impedance method [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] and the other methods [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . Du et al. [50] investigated the pipeline corrosion pit detection using the time reversal technique with a piezoceramic transducer as a time reversal mirror. Gu et al. [51] studied the relationship between the change of signal received by embedded piezoceramic transducers and the early age strength growth of concrete specimens. Chalioris et al. [52] used embedded and externally bonded piezoelectric transducers to evaluate a shear-critical reinforced concrete beam. Du et al. [53] used the piezoelectric impedance method to access the structural health condition of a pipeline.
In recent years, the use of smart aggregates for damage detection and structural monitoring for structures under dynamic loads is receiving increasing attention. Xu et al. [54] proposed a new approach
In recent years, the use of smart aggregates for damage detection and structural monitoring for structures under dynamic loads is receiving increasing attention. Xu et al. [54] proposed a new approach to damage detection of a concrete column subjected to blast loads using embedded piezoceramic smart aggregates (SAs). Fan et al. [55] used the piezoelectric-based electro-mechanical impedance (EMI) technique to evaluate damage of concrete columns under impact loads. Zhang et al. [56] used the active sensing method based on piezoelectric smart aggregates to monitor the internal damage of L-shaped concrete-filled steel tube columns under cyclic loading. The results show that the use of smart aggregate can directly and clearly reflect the damage process of the core concrete. Kong et al. [57] embedded smart aggregates in reinforced concrete bridge columns to monitor its internal damage under pseudo-dynamic loading. Liao et al. [58] used the smart aggregates to monitor the structural health of concrete column under seismic excitations. Gu et al. [59] studied the internal damage of circular reinforced concrete columns with embedded smart aggregates under seismic actions. The research results show that smart aggregates have great application potential in the health monitoring of large-volume concrete structures. Liao et al. [60] used smart aggregates to monitor the damage of reinforced concrete frame structures under earthquake excitations.
The damage research of structures under dynamic load is mainly focused on reinforced concrete structures, and there is less research on the damage of concrete-filled square steel tube column (CFSSTC) joints. The beam-column joints are the key part of the frame structures. It is important to study the damage of the structure under cyclic loading for the concrete-filled steel tube structure. Therefore, in this paper, two CFSSTC joints with installed piezoelectric transducers are fabricated. The smart aggregates are embedded in the core area of the joint and the piezoceramic disk transducer is bonded on the outer surface of the steel tube. The piezoceramically-enabled active sensing method is used to monitor the concrete damage and the steel tube debonding in the core area of the joint under low cyclic loading.
Smart Aggregate-Based Structural Health Monitoring System
Lead zirconate titanate (PZT), as a type of piezoceramic material, has the advantages of good linearity, fast response, low cost, and sensing and actuating capacities [61] , and has been widely used to generate and detect stress waves [62] [63] [64] [65] for the purpose of structural damage detection [66] [67] [68] [69] and health monitoring [70] [71] [72] . However, PZT is extremely fragile, and therefore it must be properly protected before deployment in civil structures. Two types of protected PZT transducers are fabricated and used in this paper. The first one is the smart aggregate, shown in Figure 1a , and formed by encapsulating a piezoelectric patch in two marble blocks, as shown in Figure 1b . With this design, the smart aggregate can be easily embedded in a concrete structure. The second type used in this paper is a piezoceramic disk transducer, as shown in Figure 2a , and it is protected by a copper shell, as shown in Figure 2b . With this design, the piezoceramic disk can be easily bonded to the surface of a structure. The detailed parameters of the selected PZT in this research are shown in Table 1 . Schematic diagrams of monitoring the concrete core damages and the debonding damages based on piezoceramically-enabled active sensing approaches are presented in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. Upon excitation from a signal from a function generator with amplification, the piezoelectric actuator S1 in the concrete core generates stress waves, which are transmitted to the piezoelectric sensor S2 along the concrete core of the structure. As shown in Figure 3a , when there is no damage in the concrete core, a stronger signal is received by the sensor S2. However, as shown in Figure 3b , with the presence of a crack or cracks, that function as stress relief for the stress waves, a weaker signal is detected by the sensor S2. Meanwhile, the stress waves are also transmitted along the core concrete, the interface between the concrete and steel tube, and the steel tube of the structure, and finally reach the piezoelectric sensor S3, that is bonded on the outer surface of the steel tube. As shown in Figure 4a , when there is no debonding between the concrete and the steel tube, a stronger signal is received by the sensor S3. However, as shown in Figure 4b , with the presence of a debonded area between the concrete and the steel tube, a weaker signal is detected by the sensor S3. As shown in Figures 3 and 4 , when the stress wave encounters cracks or debonding damage in its propagation path, the amplitude and energy of the stress wave will be attenuated. The presence of damage and the extent of damage in the specimen can be identified by an analysis of signal amplitude changes from sensors S2 and S3. Schematic diagrams of monitoring the concrete core damages and the debonding damages based on piezoceramically-enabled active sensing approaches are presented in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. Upon excitation from a signal from a function generator with amplification, the piezoelectric actuator S1 in the concrete core generates stress waves, which are transmitted to the piezoelectric sensor S2 along the concrete core of the structure. As shown in Figure 3a , when there is no damage in the concrete core, a stronger signal is received by the sensor S2. However, as shown in Figure 3b , with the presence of a crack or cracks, that function as stress relief for the stress waves, a weaker signal is detected by the sensor S2. Meanwhile, the stress waves are also transmitted along the core concrete, the interface between the concrete and steel tube, and the steel tube of the structure, and finally reach the piezoelectric sensor S3, that is bonded on the outer surface of the steel tube. As shown in Figure 4a , when there is no debonding between the concrete and the steel tube, a stronger signal is received by the sensor S3. However, as shown in Figure 4b , with the presence of a debonded area between the concrete and the steel tube, a weaker signal is detected by the sensor S3. As shown in Figures 3 and 4 , when the stress wave encounters cracks or debonding damage in its propagation path, the amplitude and energy of the stress wave will be attenuated. The presence of damage and the extent of damage in the specimen can be identified by an analysis of signal amplitude changes from sensors S2 and S3. Schematic diagrams of monitoring the concrete core damages and the debonding damages based on piezoceramically-enabled active sensing approaches are presented in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. Upon excitation from a signal from a function generator with amplification, the piezoelectric actuator S1 in the concrete core generates stress waves, which are transmitted to the piezoelectric sensor S2 along the concrete core of the structure. As shown in Figure 3a , when there is no damage in the concrete core, a stronger signal is received by the sensor S2. However, as shown in Figure 3b , with the presence of a crack or cracks, that function as stress relief for the stress waves, a weaker signal is detected by the sensor S2. Meanwhile, the stress waves are also transmitted along the core concrete, the interface between the concrete and steel tube, and the steel tube of the structure, and finally reach the piezoelectric sensor S3, that is bonded on the outer surface of the steel tube. As shown in Figure 4a , when there is no debonding between the concrete and the steel tube, a stronger signal is received by the sensor S3. However, as shown in Figure 4b , with the presence of a debonded area between the concrete and the steel tube, a weaker signal is detected by the sensor S3. As shown in Figures 3 and 4 , when the stress wave encounters cracks or debonding damage in its propagation path, the amplitude and energy of the stress wave will be attenuated. The presence of damage and the extent of damage in the specimen can be identified by an analysis of signal amplitude changes from sensors S2 and S3. It should be noted that the energy attenuation highly depends on the severity of the cracks. Compared with other parameters such as ultrasonic velocity and the change of frequency range, the signal amplitude has better sensitivity to concrete crack damage, and the amplitude decreases with the increase of damage severity. Therefore, the signal's amplitude can be used as the main characteristic parameter for damage monitoring. The amplitude normalization method is used to process the signals received by piezoelectric sensors to detect the damage severity. The damage index (DI) is selected as the evaluation value of the damage of the joint specimen and is defined by:
where is the frequency domain amplitude of the structure in a healthy state, and is the frequency domain amplitude under the damaged status of the structure. The damage index (DI) is in the range of 0-1, which indicates the extent of the amplitude attenuation of the structure in a damage state. The larger the DI value, the more severe the damage of the structure is. When DI is 1, it means that the structure is completely damaged, and when DI is 0, it means that the structure is in the healthy state.
Experimental Setup
Two specimen joints were fabricated, named JD1 and JD2, as shown in Figure 5 . A piezoelectric disk sensor was bonded the outer surface of the steel tube to identify the debonding damage of the structure in the experiment. Two SAs were embedded in structure internal to identify the internal damage of the structure. The layouts of the piezoceramic disk sensor and SAs are shown in Figure 6 , and the distance between the two embedded SAs is 200 mm. S1 was used as actuator and S2 was used as sensor to monitor the internal damage of the structure. Meanwhile, S1 was used as actuator and S3 was used as sensor to identify the debonding damage of the structure. The schematic of the experimental instrumentation is shown in Figure 7 . It is well known that the frequency of the signal is the main factor affecting the propagation distance of the signal in a medium. When the frequency is low, the signal can propagate a long distance in the medium. When the frequency is high, the propagation distance of the signal in the medium is greatly shortened. On the other hand, a stress wave with a higher frequency is more sensitive to smaller cracks. By considering the tradeoff between the propagating distance and sensitivity to small cracks, we choose a sine wave with the frequency of 12.35 KHz and the amplitude of 8 V as the actuator excitation signal. The signals received by sensors are collected by the INV data acquisition and analysis system, and the sampling frequency is 102.4 KHz. The data acquisition length is 5 s.
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The debonding damage of steel tube and core concrete It should be noted that the energy attenuation highly depends on the severity of the cracks. Compared with other parameters such as ultrasonic velocity and the change of frequency range, the signal amplitude has better sensitivity to concrete crack damage, and the amplitude decreases with the increase of damage severity. Therefore, the signal's amplitude can be used as the main characteristic parameter for damage monitoring. The amplitude normalization method is used to process the signals received by piezoelectric sensors to detect the damage severity. The damage index (DI) is selected as the evaluation value of the damage of the joint specimen and is defined by:
where H A is the frequency domain amplitude of the structure in a healthy state, and D A is the frequency domain amplitude under the damaged status of the structure. The damage index (DI) is in the range of 0-1, which indicates the extent of the amplitude attenuation of the structure in a damage state. The larger the DI value, the more severe the damage of the structure is. When DI is 1, it means that the structure is completely damaged, and when DI is 0, it means that the structure is in the healthy state.
Experimental Setup
Two specimen joints were fabricated, named JD1 and JD2, as shown in Figure 5 . A piezoelectric disk sensor was bonded the outer surface of the steel tube to identify the debonding damage of the structure in the experiment. Two SAs were embedded in structure internal to identify the internal damage of the structure. The layouts of the piezoceramic disk sensor and SAs are shown in Figure 6 , and the distance between the two embedded SAs is 200 mm. S1 was used as actuator and S2 was used as sensor to monitor the internal damage of the structure. Meanwhile, S1 was used as actuator and S3 was used as sensor to identify the debonding damage of the structure. The schematic of the experimental instrumentation is shown in Figure 7 . It is well known that the frequency of the signal is the main factor affecting the propagation distance of the signal in a medium. When the frequency is low, the signal can propagate a long distance in the medium. When the frequency is high, the propagation distance of the signal in the medium is greatly shortened. On the other hand, a stress wave with a higher frequency is more sensitive to smaller cracks. By considering the tradeoff between the propagating distance and sensitivity to small cracks, we choose a sine wave with the frequency of 12.35 KHz and the amplitude of 8 V as the actuator excitation signal. The signals received by sensors are collected by the INV data acquisition and analysis system, and the sampling frequency is 102.4 KHz. The data acquisition length is 5 s. The pseudo-static test method is adopted in the experiment. First, the hinge support is fixed by the ground anchor bolt to avoid the overall slip during the subsequent loading process, and then the bottom end plate of the joint is fixed to the hinge support. The top of the column uses a 2000 KN jack to apply the axial force, and the jack is fixed on the rigid beam. A seismic load was applied to the beam ends on both sides using a 500 KN actuator, and the actuator was attached to the beam. Before the test, preloading along the axial direction was applied 0.15 P to stabilize the load and deformation of the specimen, and unloading. The schematic diagram of the loading device is shown in Figure 8a , and the loading device is shown in Figure 8b . 
Test Loading Schedule
Before the test, the ABAQUS software was used to establish the joint specimen model and to load the model monotonously [73, 74] . Through the analysis of the skeleton curve under the monotonic load of the joint, the yield displacement (△ ) and the yield load ( ) of the joint specimens were estimated, which is used as a reference when the test is officially loaded and adjusted according to the actual situation. The displacement control loading method was used in this test. The △ was 8 mm according to the finite element, and the single loading is performed by using 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm, etc. In the preloading stage, △ was determined after the specimen has yielded. When the displacement exceeded △ , the control load was applied with a multiple of the displacement, and each loading displacement was repeated three times until the specimens damaged, and then the loading was stopped. The test loading schedule is shown in Figure 9 . The amplitude of the specimen can be used as a parameter to represent the signal during the loading process. The damage of the The pseudo-static test method is adopted in the experiment. First, the hinge support is fixed by the ground anchor bolt to avoid the overall slip during the subsequent loading process, and then the bottom end plate of the joint is fixed to the hinge support. The top of the column uses a 2000 KN jack to apply the axial force, and the jack is fixed on the rigid beam. A seismic load was applied to the beam ends on both sides using a 500 KN actuator, and the actuator was attached to the beam. Before the test, preloading along the axial direction was applied 0.15 P to stabilize the load and deformation of the specimen, and unloading. The schematic diagram of the loading device is shown in Figure 8a , and the loading device is shown in Figure 8b . The pseudo-static test method is adopted in the experiment. First, the hinge support is fixed by the ground anchor bolt to avoid the overall slip during the subsequent loading process, and then the bottom end plate of the joint is fixed to the hinge support. The top of the column uses a 2000 KN jack to apply the axial force, and the jack is fixed on the rigid beam. A seismic load was applied to the beam ends on both sides using a 500 KN actuator, and the actuator was attached to the beam. Before the test, preloading along the axial direction was applied 0.15 P to stabilize the load and deformation of the specimen, and unloading. The schematic diagram of the loading device is shown in Figure 8a , and the loading device is shown in Figure 8b . 
Before the test, the ABAQUS software was used to establish the joint specimen model and to load the model monotonously [73, 74] . Through the analysis of the skeleton curve under the monotonic load of the joint, the yield displacement (△ ) and the yield load ( ) of the joint specimens were estimated, which is used as a reference when the test is officially loaded and adjusted according to the actual situation. The displacement control loading method was used in this test. The △ was 8 mm according to the finite element, and the single loading is performed by using 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm, etc. In the preloading stage, △ was determined after the specimen has yielded. When the displacement exceeded △ , the control load was applied with a multiple of the displacement, and each loading displacement was repeated three times until the specimens damaged, and then the loading was stopped. The test loading schedule is shown in Figure 9 . The amplitude of the specimen can be used as a parameter to represent the signal during the loading process. The damage of the 
Before the test, the ABAQUS software was used to establish the joint specimen model and to load the model monotonously [73, 74] . Through the analysis of the skeleton curve under the monotonic load of the joint, the yield displacement (∆ y ) and the yield load (P y ) of the joint specimens were estimated, which is used as a reference when the test is officially loaded and adjusted according to the actual situation. The displacement control loading method was used in this test. The ∆ y was 8 mm according to the finite element, and the single loading is performed by using 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm, etc. In the preloading stage, ∆ y was determined after the specimen has yielded. When the displacement exceeded ∆ y , the control load was applied with a multiple of the displacement, and each loading displacement was repeated three times until the specimens damaged, and then the loading was stopped. The test loading schedule is shown in Figure 9 . The amplitude of the specimen can be used as a parameter to represent the signal during the loading process. The damage of the joint specimen will cause the signal to change in amplitude, and the amplitude of the signal will continue to decay following the deepening of the damage. Therefore, the time domain signals collected by sensors under sine wave excitation are transformed into the frequency domain signal by Fourier transform. The damage of the specimen is identified, and the damage under different loading cycles with the same load is monitored according to the change of the amplitude of the signal.
Sensors 2018, 18, x 7 of 16 joint specimen will cause the signal to change in amplitude, and the amplitude of the signal will continue to decay following the deepening of the damage. Therefore, the time domain signals collected by sensors under sine wave excitation are transformed into the frequency domain signal by Fourier transform. The damage of the specimen is identified, and the damage under different loading cycles with the same load is monitored according to the change of the amplitude of the signal. Figure 9 . The cyclic loading schedule.
Experimental Results

Loading History
It must be noted that loading should be stopped if one of the following conditions is reached: (1) the weld of the steel beam in the core area of the joint is completely broken or severely buckled at the flange; (2) the lateral loading force of the specimen falls below 85% of the peak loading force. The damage phenomena of the two specimens are basically the same and JD-1 is taken as an example to describe the test phenomena. JD-1 showed the following experimental phenomena: the weld seam at the end of the beam and the external strengthened ring joint basically broke, the web plate closed to the steel tube was cracked, the concrete floor collapsed and the surface crack was basically through, the floor and the ring plate were basically separated. The hysteresis loops and skeleton curves of the two specimens are shown in Figure 10 . The steel plates in the monitoring area of the specimens were peeled off after the test. It is found that the concrete inside the specimens is cracked, and the outer steel tube debonds from the inner concrete. Damage photos are shown in Figure 11 . 
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Loading History
It must be noted that loading should be stopped if one of the following conditions is reached: (1) the weld of the steel beam in the core area of the joint is completely broken or severely buckled at the flange; (2) the lateral loading force of the specimen falls below 85% of the peak loading force. The damage phenomena of the two specimens are basically the same and JD-1 is taken as an example to describe the test phenomena. JD-1 showed the following experimental phenomena: the weld seam at the end of the beam and the external strengthened ring joint basically broke, the web plate closed to the steel tube was cracked, the concrete floor collapsed and the surface crack was basically through, the floor and the ring plate were basically separated. The hysteresis loops and skeleton curves of the two specimens are shown in Figure 10 . The steel plates in the monitoring area of the specimens were peeled off after the test. It is found that the concrete inside the specimens is cracked, and the outer steel tube debonds from the inner concrete. Damage photos are shown in Figure 11 . The hysteretic loops and skeleton curves of the two specimens were analyzed, which revealed that the slope of the hysteretic loops and skeleton curves of the specimens are small at the initial stage of loading, and the loading and unloading curves of the specimens are basically coincided. Before the loading displacement is 24 mm, the specimens are in the elastic stage. Subsequently, the slope of the curves changes gradually, and the specimens enter the yielding stage. When the loading displacement is 32 mm, the load reaches the peak value, and then the load decreases with the increase of loading displacement. At the initial stage of loading, the cracking of the internal concrete is restrained because of the restraint of the external steel tube. With the increase of the loading displacement amplitude and the number of cycles, the external steel tube gradually yields, and the restraining effect of the steel tube on the inner concrete is decreasing too. The number of cracks in the concrete increases continuously, and the crack width increases continuously, which results in the gradually reduced concrete bearing capacity. Figure 12 shows a time domain signal received by a smart aggregate. Though a piezoceramic sensors may experience drift for long term monitoring, we did not observe any drift in the piezoceramic transducers during all the tests for the following reasons: (1) All the tests were conducted in a relative short time frame; (2) the piezoceramic transducers were operated in the dynamic mode since they are used to generate and to detect high frequency stress waves. Given these reasons, the piezoceramic transducers in this research did not display drift. The hysteretic loops and skeleton curves of the two specimens were analyzed, which revealed that the slope of the hysteretic loops and skeleton curves of the specimens are small at the initial stage of loading, and the loading and unloading curves of the specimens are basically coincided. Before the loading displacement is 24 mm, the specimens are in the elastic stage. Subsequently, the slope of the curves changes gradually, and the specimens enter the yielding stage. When the loading displacement is 32 mm, the load reaches the peak value, and then the load decreases with the increase of loading displacement. At the initial stage of loading, the cracking of the internal concrete is restrained because of the restraint of the external steel tube. With the increase of the loading displacement amplitude and the number of cycles, the external steel tube gradually yields, and the restraining effect of the steel tube on the inner concrete is decreasing too. The number of cracks in the concrete increases continuously, and the crack width increases continuously, which results in the gradually reduced concrete bearing capacity. Figure 12 shows a time domain signal received by a smart aggregate. Though a piezoceramic sensors may experience drift for long term monitoring, we did not observe any drift in the piezoceramic transducers during all the tests for the following reasons: (1) All the tests were conducted in a relative short time frame; (2) the piezoceramic transducers were operated in the dynamic mode since they are used to generate and to detect high frequency stress waves. Given these reasons, the piezoceramic transducers in this research did not display drift. The hysteretic loops and skeleton curves of the two specimens were analyzed, which revealed that the slope of the hysteretic loops and skeleton curves of the specimens are small at the initial stage of loading, and the loading and unloading curves of the specimens are basically coincided. Before the loading displacement is 24 mm, the specimens are in the elastic stage. Subsequently, the slope of the curves changes gradually, and the specimens enter the yielding stage. When the loading displacement is 32 mm, the load reaches the peak value, and then the load decreases with the increase of loading displacement. At the initial stage of loading, the cracking of the internal concrete is restrained because of the restraint of the external steel tube. With the increase of the loading displacement amplitude and the number of cycles, the external steel tube gradually yields, and the restraining effect of the steel tube on the inner concrete is decreasing too. The number of cracks in the concrete increases continuously, and the crack width increases continuously, which results in the gradually reduced concrete bearing capacity. Figure 12 shows a time domain signal received by a smart aggregate. Though a piezoceramic sensors may experience drift for long term monitoring, we did not observe any drift in the piezoceramic transducers during all the tests for the following reasons: (1) All the tests were conducted in a relative short time frame; (2) the piezoceramic transducers were operated in the dynamic mode since they are used to generate and to detect high frequency stress waves. Given these reasons, the piezoceramic transducers in this research did not display drift. In order to analyze the structural damage in the frequency domain, the time domain signal received by the sensors are subjected to a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to obtain the frequency domain plots. The frequency domain signals obtained by the sensors in JD-1 and JD-2 are shown in Figures 13  and 14 , and "S1-S2" in the figures indicates that the piezoelectric transducer S1 emits the signal and the sensor S2 receives the signal. The "h" indicates the healthy state before loading, and the remaining numbers indicate the displacement loading level. Their units are mm. In order to analyze the structural damage in the frequency domain, the time domain signal received by the sensors are subjected to a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to obtain the frequency domain plots. The frequency domain signals obtained by the sensors in JD-1 and JD-2 are shown in Figures 13 and 14 , and "S1-S2" in the figures indicates that the piezoelectric transducer S1 emits the signal and the sensor S2 receives the signal. The "h" indicates the healthy state before loading, and the remaining numbers indicate the displacement loading level. Their units are mm. It can be concluded that the signal amplitude of the S1-S3 sensor combination is weaker than the S1-S2 one when the specimens are healthy, according to figures 13 and 14. The reason for this phenomenon is that the stress wave propagation path of sensor S1-S3 traverses two kinds of media (concrete and steel tube) and an interface between them, which leads to an attenuation of the stress waves: In order to analyze the structural damage in the frequency domain, the time domain signal received by the sensors are subjected to a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to obtain the frequency domain plots. The frequency domain signals obtained by the sensors in JD-1 and JD-2 are shown in Figures 13 and 14 , and "S1-S2" in the figures indicates that the piezoelectric transducer S1 emits the signal and the sensor S2 receives the signal. The "h" indicates the healthy state before loading, and the remaining numbers indicate the displacement loading level. Their units are mm. It can be concluded that the signal amplitude of the S1-S3 sensor combination is weaker than the S1-S2 one when the specimens are healthy, according to figures 13 and 14. The reason for this phenomenon is that the stress wave propagation path of sensor S1-S3 traverses two kinds of media (concrete and steel tube) and an interface between them, which leads to an attenuation of the stress waves: It can be concluded that the signal amplitude of the S1-S3 sensor combination is weaker than the S1-S2 one when the specimens are healthy, according to Figures 13 and 14 . The reason for this phenomenon is that the stress wave propagation path of sensor S1-S3 traverses two kinds of media (concrete and steel tube) and an interface between them, which leads to an attenuation of the stress waves:
Damage Analysis
According to Figure 13a , it can be seen that the signal amplitude attenuation is not obvious during the initial stage of displacement loading. Because of the existence of a reinforced concrete floor and the interaction between the core concrete and steel tube, the core concrete does not produce damage in the initial stage of displacement loading. Subsequently, when the loading displacement is 24 mm, the signal attenuates greatly, the reinforced concrete floor is damaged gradually, and the core concrete is cracked gradually; when the loading displacement is 32 mm, the signal amplitude attenuates to the maximum. The signal attenuation tends to be gentle due to the complete cracking of the floor and the damage of the steel beam. According to Figure 13b , it can be seen that the signal attenuates when the loading displacement is 8 mm, and the steel tube debonds from the core concrete gradually. When the loading displacement is 32 mm, the signal attenuates to the maximum, and the debonding damage is becoming more and more obvious.
Specimen JD-2
According to Figure 14a , it can be seen that the signal amplitude attenuation is not obvious during the initial stage of displacement loading because of the existence of the reinforced concrete floor and the interaction between the core concrete and steel tube. Subsequently, when the loading displacement is 24 mm, the signal amplitude attenuates greatly. When the loading displacement is 40 mm, the signal amplitude attenuates to the maximum, and the signal attenuation gradually becomes gentle due to the complete cracking of the floor and the damage of the steel beam. According to Figure 14b , it can be seen that the signal begins to gradually decay when the loading displacement is 8 mm. The signal attenuation reaches the maximum when the loading displacement is 40 mm, and the debonding of steel tube and core concrete is obvious. The results of the signal amplitude of the specimen are basically consistent with those of the skeleton and hysteretic curves analysis.
To carry out a more detailed and accurate analysis of the damage of the specimens, the normalized DIs of the signal amplitude of the test specimens are shown in Figures 15 and 16 , and the damage evolution of each specimen can be more intuitively seen from these figures. In the entire process, the DI of each sensor shows a gradual increase trend with the loading of displacement. According to Figures 15a and 16a , it can be seen that the DI of concrete in the core area of the two joint is not up to 60%. As the concrete floor gradually drops out of work, the steel bars and beams in the floor bear most of the load and the damage of concrete-filled steel tube columns is smaller. The phenomenon shows that the core concrete of the joint is not damaged in large area. From the Figures 15b and 16b , it can be seen that the debonding damage between concrete and steel tube occurs earlier in the core area, the DI increases linearly with the test loading, and the stress wave signal decreases sharply with the increase of the debonding damage. The DI of S1-S3 reached about 90%, indicating that the debonding damage between the core concrete and steel tube is serious.
during the initial stage of displacement loading. Because of the existence of a reinforced concrete floor and the interaction between the core concrete and steel tube, the core concrete does not produce damage in the initial stage of displacement loading. Subsequently, when the loading displacement is 24 mm, the signal attenuates greatly, the reinforced concrete floor is damaged gradually, and the core concrete is cracked gradually; when the loading displacement is 32 mm, the signal amplitude attenuates to the maximum. The signal attenuation tends to be gentle due to the complete cracking of the floor and the damage of the steel beam. According to Figure 13b , it can be seen that the signal attenuates when the loading displacement is 8 mm, and the steel tube debonds from the core concrete gradually. When the loading displacement is 32 mm, the signal attenuates to the maximum, and the debonding damage is becoming more and more obvious.
To carry out a more detailed and accurate analysis of the damage of the specimens, the normalized DIs of the signal amplitude of the test specimens are shown in Figures 15 and 16 , and the damage evolution of each specimen can be more intuitively seen from these figures. In the entire process, the DI of each sensor shows a gradual increase trend with the loading of displacement. According to Figures 15a and 16a , it can be seen that the DI of concrete in the core area of the two joint is not up to 60%. As the concrete floor gradually drops out of work, the steel bars and beams in the floor bear most of the load and the damage of concrete-filled steel tube columns is smaller. The phenomenon shows that the core concrete of the joint is not damaged in large area. From the Figures  15b and 16b , it can be seen that the debonding damage between concrete and steel tube occurs earlier in the core area, the DI increases linearly with the test loading, and the stress wave signal decreases sharply with the increase of the debonding damage. The DI of S1-S3 reached about 90%, indicating that the debonding damage between the core concrete and steel tube is serious. At the end of the test, the outer wall of the steel tube in the core area of the joint specimen was removed to observe the concrete failure and the debonding damage between the core concrete and steel tube. As shown in Figure 11 , the interfaces of the two joint specimens are obviously debonded, which is consistent with the result of damage identification by the S1-S3 sensors. The core concrete is basically intact, and there are some slight cracks in JD-1 and JD-2, but the interface integrity is basically maintained, which is consistent with the damage identification result of the sensors and the damage monitor results are in good agreement with the experimental results.
The comparisons of normalized DI for different loading cycles of JD-1 and JD-2 are respectively plotted in Figures 17 and 18 , which show that the DI increases gradually with the increase of the number of cycles in the same level. Though the difference between the cycles gradually increases, the overall trend is consistent at the elastic and yielding stage of the joint. In the yielding stage of the specimens, the DIs under different cycles are quite different, the reason is that the deformation of the joints develop with the increase of the load at this stage, and the attenuation of the signal amplitude increases gradually between different cycles. At the failure stage of the specimens, the load on the beam of the joint core zone is gradually weakened, and the attenuation of the signal amplitude tends to be stable between different cycles because of the damage of the steel beam. At the end of the test, the outer wall of the steel tube in the core area of the joint specimen was removed to observe the concrete failure and the debonding damage between the core concrete and steel tube. As shown in Figure 11 , the interfaces of the two joint specimens are obviously debonded, which is consistent with the result of damage identification by the S1-S3 sensors. The core concrete is basically intact, and there are some slight cracks in JD-1 and JD-2, but the interface integrity is basically maintained, which is consistent with the damage identification result of the sensors and the damage monitor results are in good agreement with the experimental results.
The comparisons of normalized DI for different loading cycles of JD-1 and JD-2 are respectively plotted in Figures 17 and 18 , which show that the DI increases gradually with the increase of the number of cycles in the same level. Though the difference between the cycles gradually increases, the overall trend is consistent at the elastic and yielding stage of the joint. In the yielding stage of the specimens, the DIs under different cycles are quite different, the reason is that the deformation of the joints develop with the increase of the load at this stage, and the attenuation of the signal amplitude increases gradually between different cycles. At the failure stage of the specimens, the load on the beam of the joint core zone is gradually weakened, and the attenuation of the signal amplitude tends to be stable between different cycles because of the damage of the steel beam. The comparisons of normalized DI for different loading cycles of JD-1 and JD-2 are respectively plotted in Figures 17 and 18 , which show that the DI increases gradually with the increase of the number of cycles in the same level. Though the difference between the cycles gradually increases, the overall trend is consistent at the elastic and yielding stage of the joint. In the yielding stage of the specimens, the DIs under different cycles are quite different, the reason is that the deformation of the joints develop with the increase of the load at this stage, and the attenuation of the signal amplitude increases gradually between different cycles. At the failure stage of the specimens, the load on the beam of the joint core zone is gradually weakened, and the attenuation of the signal amplitude tends to be stable between different cycles because of the damage to the steel beam.
Conclusions
In this paper, embedded piezoceramic transducers are used to monitor the concrete core damage of concrete-filled square steel tube column (CFSSTC) joints under cyclic loading, and, in addition, a surface-bonded piezoceramic disk is used to monitor the debonding damage of the steel tube and core concrete of the specimens. The experimental results show that at the elastic stage, the attenuation of sensor signal amplitude is not obvious; at the yielding stage, the increase of load makes the deformation of joint specimen develop continuously, and the significant attenuation of the received signal amplitude indicate that the core concrete and steel tube are obviously debonded. At the failure stage of the specimens, because of the damage to the steel beam, the load on the beam of the joint core zone is gradually weakened, and the attenuation of the signal amplitude tends to be stable between different cycles. Through the analysis of the signals, the damage indices (DIs) of the core concrete of the two joints are less than 60%, which indicates that the core concrete is not completely damaged; the DIs of the debonding damage of the two joints reach about 90%, which indicates that the debonding damage of the concrete and steel tube is serious. The results of the data monitored by the smart aggregates under the low-frequency cyclic loading are basically consistent with the results of the seismic experiment of the specimens. The experimental results verify the feasibility of the use of piezoceramic transducer-enabled active sensing for structural health monitoring of CFSSTC joints. Future work will extend the piezoceramic-based structural health monitoring method developed in this paper to monitoring the internal damage monitoring of concrete-filled steel tube structures subjected to impact loading. As another task for future research, we will develop a method to distinguish between tensile or compressive damages for the concrete core in a CFSSTC. The comparisons of normalized DI for different loading cycles of JD-1 and JD-2 are respectively plotted in Figures 17 and 18 , which show that the DI increases gradually with the increase of the number of cycles in the same level. Though the difference between the cycles gradually increases, the overall trend is consistent at the elastic and yielding stage of the joint. In the yielding stage of the specimens, the DIs under different cycles are quite different, the reason is that the deformation of the joints develop with the increase of the load at this stage, and the attenuation of the signal amplitude increases gradually between different cycles. At the failure stage of the specimens, the load on the beam of the joint core zone is gradually weakened, and the attenuation of the signal amplitude tends to be stable between different cycles because of the damage to the steel beam.
In this paper, embedded piezoceramic transducers are used to monitor the concrete core damage of concrete-filled square steel tube column (CFSSTC) joints under cyclic loading, and, in addition, a surface-bonded piezoceramic disk is used to monitor the debonding damage of the steel tube and core concrete of the specimens. The experimental results show that at the elastic stage, the attenuation of sensor signal amplitude is not obvious; at the yielding stage, the increase of load makes the deformation of joint specimen develop continuously, and the significant attenuation of the received signal amplitude indicate that the core concrete and steel tube are obviously debonded. At the failure stage of the specimens, because of the damage to the steel beam, the load on the beam of the joint core zone is gradually weakened, and the attenuation of the signal amplitude tends to be stable between different cycles. Through the analysis of the signals, the damage indices (DIs) of the core concrete of the two joints are less than 60%, which indicates that the core concrete is not completely damaged; the DIs of the debonding damage of the two joints reach about 90%, which indicates that the debonding damage of the concrete and steel tube is serious. The results of the data monitored by the smart aggregates under the low-frequency cyclic loading are basically consistent with the results of the seismic experiment of the specimens. The experimental results verify the feasibility of the use of piezoceramic transducer-enabled active sensing for structural health monitoring of CFSSTC joints. Future work will extend the piezoceramic-based structural health monitoring method developed in this paper to monitoring the internal damage monitoring of concrete-filled steel tube structures subjected to impact loading. As another task for future research, we will develop a method to distinguish between tensile or compressive damages for the concrete core in a CFSSTC. 
